CONCIERGE
DON’T MISS:

Kelly Behun x
Artsy project

Travel

If you’re in New York in
May, head over to 432 Park
Avenue to experience an
arts space with a difference.
Furniture and interior
designer Kelly Behun
has teamed up with online
gallery Artsy to create
a living gallery on the 92nd
floor (left). The apartment
itself is for sale, but guests
can visit by appointment
to purchase individual art
and design objects — many
commissioned by Behun for
the space — bringing Artsy’s
online buying experience
into the folds of reality.
432parkavenue.com
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With only 37 rooms, the newly
opened Warehouse Hotel
(right), situated in a 1895
building in Singapore’s historic
Robertson Quay, is as intimate
as it is beautifully designed.
Local interior design firm
Asylum have seamlessly
integrated custom
contemporary furnishings to
suit the site’s industrial
features. designhotels.com

OPEN NOW:

NEW LOOK:

The Surf Club
Casa Perfect

Step into the pages of a magazine at
Casa Perfect (below), a new retail
store from The Future Perfect. Set in
a mid-century home in LA’s West
Hollywood Hills, visitors can view
fine art and design pieces — many
bespoke — in situ of a home.
By appointment only. thefutureperfect.com

With the hotter
months arriving
in the Northern
Hemisphere,
Aēsop’s new Sun
Care Body Duet
(below) has you
covered. $73;
aesop.com

Joseph Dirand
has reimagined the
interiors of The Surf
Club in Miami (above),
which has been
refreshed by architect
Richard Meier. It now
has four swimming
pools and a restaurant
from The French
Laundry’s Thomas
Keller. thesurfclub.com
Developed by Tassie-born, Paris-based hairstylist
Wendy Iles, the Iles Formula Discovery Pack (pictured)
includes a comb and four rounds of shampoo, conditioner
and finishing serum, for a polished finish
when you’re on the road; $42. morphhaircare.com.au
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